Flavorah Beer Nuts
DESCRIPTION: This is one of my favorite flavors ever. It is nutty, a bit
dry, and slightly musky. Many Flavorah flavors can be really strong and
this one is no exception. It definitely has its place in my arsenal and one
of their little bottles is pretty much a lifetime supply if you use it in
mixes. Many Flavorah flavors are mixed by drops, but I still like to use
my scale since no drop is identical to another.
MIXES WITH:
Tobaccos: pretty much all of them. I haven’t found a tobacco yet that couldn’t
benefit in some way from a small touch of this wonderful dry nuttiness. My
favorites have been Flavour Art Cam Blend and many of the Stixx Mixx Flavors.
Vanillas: : I could see this going with just about every vanilla out there. I love

it with some Inawera Shisha Vanilla, or some Flavour Art Madagascar Vanilla
Classic. Don’t limit yourself here. The possibilities are pretty much endless.
Maybe start with the nuts as your lead and find some vanillas and creams for
dancing partners. It’s a possibility.

Creams: I’ve had this with many rich creams. I didn’t care for it so much with

the lighter creams, as it seemed to dry them out a bit more than necessary.
That being said, with some Capella Vanilla Custard V1 and some Liquid Barn
Vanilla Ice cream; I found it to be a spectacular combination. Bavarian Cream
could be an excellent cream to combo with the Beer Nuts as well!

Bakeries: nuts are a great addition to many a baked goods. Don’t count it out
here. It can add something delicious to a crust or cake. Remember to keep it
light, don’t let the nuts overpower the balance of your crust. Cereal 27, Sugar
Cookie, Cheesecakes, Graham Crust, Biscuits, Apple Pie, and many other
crust and doughnut type recipes can all benefit.
Fruits: I tried this one time with a black currant pie. It wasn’t bad, but it

wasn’t my groove. I’m not really sure I would put it in too many fruits, but I
could see it going with some tropical notes like Flavour Art Ace!, Mangoes,
and any other kind of tropical notes that depend on a flesh texture. I could see
them blending nicely with A VERY VERY LIGHT amount of Beer Nuts.
All in all, it’s a pretty good flavor. I keep it around, and every now and then it
finds its way into a mix.

Test Info:
.07%-.09% used is literally
one drop per 30mls. This is
where I liked it the most. It
imparted a nice dry, nutty
note that was highly noticeable not only on the shake
and vape, but very much so
in aging too. I did notice it
dropped a bit to the back
note on the aging process.
.21%-.25% used is one drop
per 10 ml depending on the
size of the drop. This brings a
VERY heavy nutty flavor to
your mix. I’d use it here if I
were going with some
extraordinarily strong tobaccos like adding a nuttiness
to Cam Blend or a heavy
Burley.
That’s it. Anything more than
that is a waste of flavoring. I
suppose if you liked it
enough, you could vape it as
a standalone at .25%. Use it
anywhere you need a bit of
nuttiness.
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